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Special Things to Note:

Dec 8: Lutheran Home Visit
Dec. 9: Birthday Breakfast for Jesus

Dec. 10: 1-2 Hosts Coffee Hour
Dec 10: K-2 Sings in Church
Dec. 17: Christmas Program

Please check and sign planners or 
communication folders every night.

Math Notes:
First grade studied adding and 

subtracting one facts, subtracting 0, 
counting dimes, telling time to the hour, 

and counting by 2’s up to 100. 

Second grade learned about writing 
dates using digits and vice versa, working 

together as a team to order two-digit 
numbers, and comparing and using pennies, 

nickels, and dimes.

Reading/Language Arts Notes
First grade is working on words that have the 

-er and -ed spelling patterns.  They are working 
on remembering that -ed has three different 
sounds (ed, d, and t).  They also learned the 

prefix un-.  In LA, they learned how to identify 
a noun as common or proper.

Second graders learned about words with the 
-oi, -oy, be-, and schwa sound /u/ (ex. again, 

alive, etc.) spelling patterns.  They learned how 
punctuation works when writing a letter and 

practiced editing errors in a written letter. In 
LA, they continued to work on prepositions, 
object of a preposition, and prepositional 

phrases.  This is a tricky 
part of speech.

Word of God
Our bible stories focused on how, 
just like Moses, God has chosen us 
to share his message.  Faith in God 
leads people to obey his commands 

and we show our faith by gladly 
obeying.

Please send back Set 1 folders
Stories to read at home for next 

week in your yellow/red folder are:
The Passover

Crossing the Red Sea
(see other side for memory work)

Social Studies
We studied producers and consumers 
and discussed natural resources.made 

Spelling List
     First    Second
after     zipper   grow      show
clerk     tested    window  follow
rested   bumped  yellow   brown
jumped  smelled  tomorrow  cow 
yelled  flower   house

 mouse    round
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